PRAY FOR ME GUIDE
Packed full of prayer inspiration and prayer
event ideas to help you make a massive noise
before God for Christians in the Middle East.

“We need prayer, every day. When we see pictures
of IS (Islamic State) on the television, we’re afraid.
When we hear that IS has been driven back, we
regain hope. Every day our feelings change. So
please pray for us every day. Pray for us, for our
thoughts and for the preservation of our faith.”
PASTOR BASED IN MOSUL, IRAQ
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Blackout is all about making a massive noise through prayer
– and specifically prayer for Christians in the Middle East (ME).
We’re just launching a massive, new 7 year campaign to bring
Hope to the Middle East, and Blackout is a key way we can get
involved by committing to pray with people in the Middle East.
But, if we’re honest, most of us don’t know where to begin when praying
for a region with such complex issues. But when we hear people’s stories,
when we see their faces and understand they are just like us, we connect.
And when we connect, prayer becomes much easier.
This simple little guide is about helping you to spend a weekend away
from the internet, giving you ideas on how to fill your time with creative,
passionate and focused prayer for Iraq and Syria. You’ll find ideas on how
to run a ‘Pray for ME’ gathering or set up a Pray for ME’ prayer space.
The ideas are starting points - the important thing is to find ways that you
can engage in prayer over the duration of your Blackout weekend.

SAVE ME
Blackout is a key way you can join in with our
massive, new 7 year global campaign to bring
Hope to the Middle East (ME). In this guide
you’ll find ways to set up and run a ‘Pray for
ME’ gathering or prayer space. Plus there are
ways you can speak out by signing (and getting
others to sign) our ‘One Million Voices of
Hope’ petition.

But it’s not just prayer, we want you to petition. Whether you end up praying
on your own, in a group or even as part of a bigger gathering, make it your
mission to share the needs and requests of our church family in Iraq and
Syria by asking people to sign the ‘One Million Voices of Hope’ petition.
Read on for details on how to get copies of the petition that you can use.
We’ve also included info on getting sponsorship and where you can get
additional resources too. If you have any questions, ideas or thoughts,
buzz them through to us at youth@opendoorsuk.org.

As you’ll be getting offline during your Blackout, you might want to print
this guide out. We’ve made the design pretty simple, so you can easily
print it and have it with you during the weekend.
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2.
WHAT IS
BLACKOUT?
Blackout is simple. It’s a challenge to get
sponsored to give up all things digital for a
weekend. Could you stay away from Facebook,
Instagram, Twitter, Snapchat, WhatsApp, Spotify
and anything else you do online for 48 hours?
Tough right? You’ll be disconnected from 7pm
on a Friday through to 7pm Sunday. A total online Blackout. You’ll have no use of your phone
– you’ll be cut off, silenced, with no voice on, or
access to, social media.

WHY?
Millions of Christians around the world are silenced
simply for following Jesus. They are beaten, intimidated,
threatened, arrested, imprisoned, tortured and even
killed. And in the Middle East, those who choose to live
for Jesus are increasingly being targeted.
Christians have been in this region since the earliest
days of the faith. But now the church is being singled
out, destroyed and devastated. Thousands of Christians
in Iraq and Syria have fled their homes and towns due
to war and terror. Sheltering in safer regions, they can’t
go home, but can’t leave. They are stuck, forgotten,
trying to figure out their future.
This isn’t right. As part of our church family, Christians
in the Middle East are asking us to stand with them in
prayer. They are asking us to cry out to God with them
(hence ‘Pray with ME’). And that is the point of Blackout.
By shutting down our phones and getting offline,
we’ll be experiencing just a fraction of the silence that
they face for choosing Jesus. But we’ll also be giving
ourselves time and space to cry out to God afresh in
prayer for them.

PRAY LIKE YOU’VE
NEVER PRAYED
We need to make a massive noise about this with
all we have. By giving up some of our freedom
to communicate online, we’ll instead spend time
shouting, pleading and calling out to our Heavenly
Father - the only one who can truly bring light to
the darkness.

BUT GOING QUIET ONLINE
WON’T HELP!
We know what you’re thinking. ‘Why get offline?
I could just make a massive noise on my social
feeds. Wouldn’t that be better?’ You’re right. You
can make a big sound online about Blackout. In
fact, before the weekend fast we’d love you to post
about what you’re doing, use some image filters
or nice pics (we’ve even made some that you can
use) and upload some of your thoughts. We want
people to know what you’re doing and why you’ll
be going quiet.

USE YOUR REAL VOICE!
So over the course of 48 hours you can shout as
much as you want about persecution – but just
do it in the real world. Do it in prayer. Do it over
a coffee with your mates. Do it by getting others
to sign our ‘One Million Voices’ petition to protect
the rights and future of Christians in the Middle
East. Do it by gathering your mates together and
building a prayer room. Do it by crashing your
Sunday morning church service and leading a time
of prayer and reflection. Do it by holding your own
prayer gathering. Do it by asking as many people
as possible to sponsor you and raise money for
your persecuted family.
And then, when the weekend is over, get back
online and shout about your persecuted family on
your Instagram, SnapChat, FB and Twitter profiles.
Upload images of your prayer rooms, prayer
gatherings and any Bible passages that have
moved you. You see, even without your phone, you
can make a massive noise!

But, and this is the big but… We’re all addicted to
our phones. Most of us use the internet and social
networking every day. Our phones offer a massive
distraction from sitting down and just getting on
with praying. For all the benefits, our phones,
tablets and laptops make us busier and interrupt
our lives with new, sudden priorities.
Locking away our phones is about disconnecting,
so we can reconnect with God. He’s the one who
can bring light and hope to the darkness. He’s the
redeemer, the saviour and the healer. It’s Him we
need more than anything else. And giving up our
phones to spend time connecting again with Him
is one of the reasons we want you to do Blackout.
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3.
THE
RULES
1.

Blackout lasts from 7pm Friday
to 7pm Sunday.

2.

During that time you’ll have no
access to any internet connected
device. This includes phones,
laptops, tablets, TVs and games
consoles.

3.

No online streaming of music,
no access to online gaming, TV,
social feeds or anything that
you’d do online. This is about
disconnecting.
THAT’S PRETTY MUCH IT.

4.
RAISE £100
AND GET A FREE
T-SHIRT
Blackout is firstly about prayer. But it’s also an
opportunity to raise money. Do you your parents,
or even your mates, doubt your ability to stay off
your phone or the tablet for 48 hours? Well, make
it interesting! Get them to sponsor your fast. We’ve
included a simple sponsorship form that you can
download, print off and get people to fill out at
www.opendoorsyouth.org/blackoutpack.
You could also try going to www.justgiving.com/opendoors
and clicking on the ‘Fundraise for us’ link at the top of the page
to raise money online.
If you raise over £100 then we’ll send you a free ‘One Family’
t-shirt as a special thank you! These are limited – and we won’t
be printing more, so you’ll be part of a select (and very trendy)
club by getting one.
All the money you raise will go to help Christians across the
Middle East. Could you raise enough to achieve one of the
following things?
£42 could provide a food pack for a family of five
for a month - life-sustaining relief for a family facing
great hardship in Syria.
£70 can provide 10 Bibles to give comfort to believers
in the Middle East who have fled their homes or help new
believers learn more about Jesus.
£150 can provide long-term leadership and discipleship
training courses for up to 10 church leaders to strengthen
them and enable them to build the church in the Middle East.
£250 contributes to a small business loan or grant to
help an internally displaced person stand on their own
feet in Iraq.
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Even though you’re going to be going silent
online you can still help us make a massive
noise by getting people to sign the ‘One
Million Voices’ petition.

Whether you’re doing Blackout on your
own, with a few mates or even with your
whole youth group, it’s worth thinking about
setting up a dedicated prayer space for the
Middle East (ME!!). This could be a bedroom,
an empty garden shed, a garage or even a
room in your church.

THINGS YOU MIGHT NEED
FOR ANY PRAYER SPACE:

Get people to sign up for slots in the prayer room
– see if you can cover the whole 48 hours of your
Blackout weekened with prayer for Christians in
the Middle East.

We’re hoping over 1 million Christians around the
world join together to call on the UN to ensure the
rights and future of Christians in the Middle East.
We’d love you to encourage people to sign the
petition as you talk to them about your Blackout
challenge. Have copies of the petition handy
at any prayer events you host or prayer spaces
you create. Carry some around with you for the
weekend and get as many signatures as you
possibly can.

Once you’ve got your location, have a read
through the following ideas and get creative
with your space. Make your times of prayer fun
interactive and varied – don’t always pray in the
same way. Mix it up. Pray in silence, pray whilst
drawing or sketching, read some of the Bible or an
inspiring Christian book, go for a prayer walk or
even sing out some worship songs to God!

•

Bible’s

•

Lots of pens, crayons and paper

•

Tape to hang up any creations

•

Maps of the world and the Middle East (email
youth@opendoorsuk.org with your name
and address to request a copy of the latest
World Watch Map and World Watch Guide)

•

Our ‘And when you pray’ resource with
prayers and facts for the 10 countries where
Christians face the worst persecution (email
youth@opendoorsuk.org with your name and
address to request a copy)

•

Our Pray For ME posters for Iraq and Syria
(download them from www.opendoorsyouth.
org/blackoutpack, print them out and stick
them up)

•

A music player (no online streaming
though, remember!)

•

A recent newspaper

•

Some books on persecution such as ‘Song
of the nightingale’ by Helen Berhane
from Eritrea, ‘Captive in Iran’ by Maryam
Rostampour and Marziyeh Amirizadeh from
Iran or God’s Smuggler by Brother Andrew
(the founder of Open Doors).
Continued...

24/7 Prayer Room in Sutton.
Image from 24/7 Prayer Instagram
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6.
PRAY
FOR ME
PRAYER
SPACES

24/7 Prayer Room in Edinburgh.

5.
THE ‘ONE
MILLION
VOICES’
PETITION

Thumb-print prayer map

BLACKOUT: Many Christians around the world
have to hide their faith. In some countries there
are no legal churches and Christians meet in
secret locations – in cellars, dark rooms or behind
closed doors. So, make your space dark. Blackout
the windows with bin liners. Stop all the light from
coming in. Make the room as dark as possible.
Imagine it’s a secret, hidden prayer space.
Get some candles, tea lights or fairy lights and
brighten up areas of the room so you can draw,
read and get creative on the walls. Connect with
the stories of those who are living out their faith in
secret, or in prison, and put yourself in their shoes
for a few hours. Focus your prayers on them.
PRAYER WALL: Download the Blackout Pray For
ME posters (from www.opendoorsyouth.org/
blackoutpack), print them off and stick them
up around the room. Use them as ways to pray
for Syria, Iraq and the people and situations they
feature. But don’t stop with the posters. Create
your own artwork. Write out your prayers, Bible
verses or thoughts. Spend a few hours decorating
the wall with your own artwork and keep adding
to it over the course of your weekend. Use the
images, pictures, quotes and words as inspiration
for your prayers.

String map

PRAYER SPACE IDEAS

PRAYER MAPS: One of the simplest ways you
can pray for Iraq and Syria is through some maps.
Download a simple map of the countries at
www.opendoorsyouth.org/blackoutpack as
a starting point, but don’t stop there! Try some of
these ideas….
STRING MAP: Get a big notice board and
stick up a map of Iraq and Syria. Add pins
around the outline of the countries to make a
pin map. One you’ve pinned all the outlines,
get some string and start winding it round the
pins, going round the outlines of the countries
and then connecting the spaces between the
countries. As you do this pray for the countries
as you tighten the string around the regions.
Once you’ve outlined and filled in your map
with the string, get some pegs and pieces of
paper. Write prayers on the bits of paper and
peg them to the map in appropriate places.
FINGER PRINT MAP: Get a big piece of
paper and draw around a map of the Middle
East, marking out the countries and key cities.
Then get some different coloured paints in
some little pots. Ask people to pray for the
countries on the maps, and the people and
situations those countries represent. As they
do so, get them to dip a finger in some paint
and leave their fingerprint on the section of
the map they were praying for. Repeat as
many times as you want until your map is
totally filled in!

IDP EXPERIENCE: Millions of people across
Iraq and Syria are known as IDPs or internally
displaced people. They have had to flee their
homes because of war and terror, but haven’t been
able to leave the country itself. Many are stuck in
camps or designated areas. Initially these people
would have found shelter in tents… though 2 years
on their accommodation is generally now more
secure. Put a tent (or tents) up in your prayer room.
Decorate the inside with stories from Christians
in Iraq and Syria (see the Prayer Stories section)
or some of our prayer posters (downloadable at
www.opendoorsyouth.org/blackoutpack).
Add in other things – a Bible, some pictures
of people from the Middle East, a map of the
region and anything else that you can think of
that will help tell the story of what many in Iraq
and Syria have gone through. You could make
the experience more real by sleeping in the tents
and even limiting your diet to basics like rice or
porridge.
FAMILY TREE*: Find a real tree outside or draw
one on a big piece of paper as part of your prayer
wall. Invite people to write the names of their own
families and friends on pieces of paper or gift
tags. Also encourage them to write the names of
people in the stories mentioned in this guide, in
our prayer resources and on the prayer posters.
Then ask people to pray for the people on the tags
as they stick the labels onto the tree.
KINGDOM COME*: Put maps, globes and
newspapers in the room and encourage people
to pray “your kingdom come, your will be done”
specifically over the Middle East. Make sure you
get a copy of the latest World Watch Map from us
to help you develop this idea!

24/7 Prayer Room in Guernsey. Image from 24/7 Prayer Instagram
*Ideas adapted from our friends at 24/7 Prayer
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If there’s a group of you doing Blackout
together, then as part of your Blackout
weekend hold a Blackout Pray for ME
(Middle East, get it!!) gathering. You
could do this as part of an existing
church service, or hold a special one-off
event built around prayer, with worship,
teaching, videos and more.
Here are some ideas for bringing your prayer
gatherings together:

INTRO
Read out this quote from a Pastor based in Mosul,
Iraq: “We need prayer, every day. When we see
pictures of IS (Islamic State) on the television, we’re
afraid. When we hear that IS has been driven back,
we regain hope. Every day our feelings change. So
please pray for us every day. Pray for us, for our
thoughts and for the preservation of our faith.”

WORSHIP
You could use the following songs as part of a time
of worship to help people reflect on the cost of
following Jesus and to remind everyone that God is
in control, no matter how bad things may seem.
Whom Shall I Fear: Chris Tomlin
Your Love Never Fails: Jesus Culture
Sovereign Over Us: Michael W Smith
Never Once: Matt Redman
Our God: Chris Tomlin

SET THE SCENE: TEACHING
The focus of the gathering is prayer, so whilst it’s
good to have some teaching, keep it relatively
short, focussed around the theme of prayer and
use plenty of stories of persecuted Christians from

the Middle East (check the stories section for
inspiration or head to opendoorsyouth.org for
some recent news from Iraq and Syria). Here’s a
talk theme idea:
THEME: STRIPPING IT ALL AWAY
Many displaced Christians in Iraq and Syria have
said that since losing their homes and having their
lives turned upside down that they have found
God in an incredible, fresh and new way (see Dr
Rabia’s story in the following section). When our
hope, priorities and possessions get stripped away
then we’re able to depend on God so much more.
What does that mean for us now? How has it been
leaving our phones behind and getting off social
media? Have we found it easier to connect with
God? If so why?

SET THE SCENE: VIDEOS
Show some videos exploring what the situation is
like in Iraq and Syria. You can find all of these in
our Blackout 2016 playlist on our YouTube Channel
(head to youtube.com/opendoorsyouth and scroll
down till you find the playlist).

have different people ready to read out the stories.
Space these out between various times to help
people engage. Once the stories have been read
out, ask 2-3 people to say a pray for the person or
people mentioned in the stories.

PRAYER STATIONS
We’ve created 12 lovely downloadable and
printable Pray For ME posters that will act as simple
prayer stations for use during your gathering. Some
include stories, some include prayers and some
include actions. Stick them up in different places
around your venue and split people up into groups.
Get the groups to spend three to five minutes at
each station, rotating around and praying together
for the people and situations that are mentioned.
Make sure you read through the posters and have
any of the extra elements needed for the stations all
ready (e.g. pens, paper or print-outs of the petition).
You could get groups to go around the stations in
one long section of your gathering, or split up those
times with worship songs, videos and stories to keep
people engaged (don’t feel you have to use all the
posters/stations if time is short).

1. Save ME campaign film
2. The Cost (16 minute documentary on Syria –
made in 2015)
3. Joy featuring Jasper Rutherford (including a story
about Douglas, a church leader from Iraq)
4. Family featuring Krish Kandiah (including a story
about Daniel, a church leader from Iraq)
5. Pete Greig payer series

THE LORD’S PRAYER

SET THE SCENE: STORIES
FROM IRAQ AND SYRIA

Get everyone together and take a pic that can
be shared with people from the Middle East to let
them know you are praying for them. You could
hold simple message on card (e.g. ‘We’re praying

Have a look through the ‘Stories’ section below
and throughout the course of your prayer gathering

Candles used as part of a prayer gathering in Aleppo, Syria

7.
PRAY FOR ME
GATHERINGS

Get everyone to pray out the Lord’s prayer slowly,
together. As you go through the lines of the prayer
encourage people to think about the stories and
people that they have heard from throughout the
evening, and ask them to focus the lines of the
prayer on those people and situations.

PRAYER PICTURE/SELFIE

for you’), get people to kneel in prayer or hold
out open hands. Once the weekend is over, tweet
the pic to us @opendoorsyouth or email it to
youth@opendoorsuk.org.

FINAL PRAYER
As a closing prayer, get someone to pray these
words, written by a Syrian Christian (this features on
one of the prayer posters).
Thank you, Lord
For all that you have done
and are still doing.
I trust your will is always good
and finally you will turn evil to good.
I know you are not silent, but patient….
But how long will it take, Lord?
I am looking forward to a new beginning
amongst my people.
My own desire is that evil will stop
and that we see your glory shine again
in the darkness.
I’m longing for healing, for restoration.
I cry out to you, Lord.
I’m longing for a new generation
to take their place in your kingdom,
To be the light and salt of this nation.
Help me to see my role in this transformation.
Protect me and be with me.
Carry me, day by day.
Amen.
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8.
PRAYER
STORIES
Use some of these stories throughout your
prayer event or print them out and stick
them up on your prayer walls to help guide
people’s prayers.

ASMAA
Asmaa is from Mosul in Iraq. She was just 15
when she had to flee her home. She’d just had
her birthday. She couldn’t take many of her new
clothes or presents with her. She was gutted. When
Muslim extremists from the so-called Islamic State
went on a rampage, targeting Christians and other
minorities, her and her family didn’t wait around.
They left. And they left quickly.
“IS raided our house and took everything that was
of value. We heard from our neighbors that the
rebels threw our family photos in the street to get
trampled on in the dust. It feels as if on that day all
my hopes and dreams also got trampled on.”
With no future, Asmaa’s family have left Iraq. Like
thousands of others they’ve left their country. They
have no choice. They’ve been forced out, leaving
friends, family and a whole life behind.
PRAY: Pray for teenagers like Asmaa. Pray that the
trauma of leaving everything behind, and seeing
war and terror first hand are healed. Ask they
would be able to stay in school and build a positive,
hopeful future for themselves and their families.

DR RABIA
“I was a successful businessman involved in calf
breeding in Qaraqosh [a Christian town in a
majority Muslim region in northern Iraq]. I come
from a tradition which teaches that if you do not
have land, you have nothing. But due to the IS

attack on our city, I lost everything I had in one
day. When I became displaced I started to reflect
on what I had been doing in the past. Now I
believe that IS was a lesson from God to teach me
not to collect a fortune here, but to make a fortune
with God. And I believe that if you do so He will
always help you.”
Doctor Rabia was rich. In the summer of 2014,
when IS swept through his town to ‘cleanse’ it of
Christians, Doctor Rabia grabbed his wife and 5
kids and they fled for their lives. In doing so he
lost everything. As they fled his business partner, a
local Muslim friend, called him to tell him that he
was taking all his property and possessions in the
name of IS. He was gloating.
In the space of hours Doctor Rebia lost
everything – houses, cars, a business – even a
friend. But he says:
‘I am not afraid! They can try to hurt me but they
can’t take away what is most precious. My Jesus
lives in my heart and they can’t take Him’.
‘They come in the name of IS but we will stand
firm in the name of Jesus Christ and we will not be
afraid of them. We leave our houses, but I know
that if we leave our faith we lose everything.’
‘Before they took away everything I was a
Christian only by name, but now my faith is
alive… IS is a gift. If you want to spend your time
working for more money and more houses and
just going along to church on Sundays you can
lose it, but if you work for God, you can never
lose it. So I say to the western church, “Wake up.
Wake up!”’

PRAY: Ask God to provide for those, like Dr Rabia,
who have lost everything. Pray faith will rise and
that God will be known intimately by those who
have suffered so much because of their choice to
follow Jesus. Pray for an end to war and terror and
ask that God would bring peace and reconciliation.

NATHIFAH
Nathifah* is in her early thirties. She used to live in
Mosul, a large city in Iraq, with her husband and
two young children. They fled a few months before
IS took over the city, but even then, Christians were
facing hostility.
She was known as a Christian, and increasingly
stayed home to avoid conflict. But then a close
friend of her husband was killed. He had been
working at a mechanic workshop which was
known to be a Christian business. The workshop
was targeted by extremists.
Nathifah says: “You can’t imagine what it means
when something like that happens, what you feel
like in that moment of hearing the news… I didn’t
know how I would leave, but I decided that even if
I had to live in only one room, I just had to leave.”
And that is what happened. They fled to the
Northern Kurdish region of Iraq. For a long time
they shared one room with two other families.
Nathifah says the only thing that kept her going
and carried her through this time was her faith
and prayer. She says that, at times, she felt that
being able to pray to the Lord was the only thing
she could hold on to.
PRAY: Say a prayer for Nathifah and many like
her that have made painful decision to leave home

with no idea of what their future might look like.
Pray for provision, safety and peace.

AMMAR
Ammar is 10. He’s from Iraq. As a young lad, he’s
grown up with war and terror.
“I sometimes imagine I have a special cape, like
superman wears. I think of myself as a superhero,
protecting people.
“I used to play outside, but when the war started
we had to play inside all the time. When we do go
outside we take the car, but I help my Dad, check
under the engine first for bombs. We even have
some suitcases stuffed with things in case we have
to leave in the middle of the night.
“A really, really bad thing happened at our church
– a bomb exploded and I lost a lot of my friends.
They were all killed. I didn’t see it, but I heard most
of the stories. Things will never be the same, but
if I have this special cape I can protect my family.
Before bed, when my Dad prays for me, he tells
me that Jesus will take care of us and I mustn’t
worry. He tells me that God even loves the people
who hurt us. He tells me that Jesus is love—and
that it is something like my special cape.”
PRAY: Pray for children like Ammar living through
some horrendous situations. Ask that they might
have courage and strength. Ask that they will be
protected from harm and that they will know Jesus
right there with them.
Use the images on the following
pages to help people identify with
those in the stories.
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9.
EXTRA
RESOURCES
As you prepare for a weekend in prayer,
make sure you get some of our quality,
free resources to help you reflect and
pray more specifically.

PRINTED MATERIALS
Email us at youth@opendoorsuk.org and
request the following:
1. And When You Pray: A simple guide to
help you pray for the 10 places Christians
face the worst persecution.
2. One Family guide: A series of short
reflections, with Bible verses and prayers
telling the story of people from the Middle
East.
3. World Watch Map: A fold-out map
highlighting the 50 countries around the
world where Christians are experiencing the
worst persecution.
4. The special Blackout edition of our mini
mag, The Cost.

DOWNLOADS

VIDEO

Don’t forget these downloads, available at
www.opendoorsyouth.org/blackoutpack

Make sure you check out the Pete Greig
series on Prayer that we’ve put together
to help you pray more effectively and
passionately. You can find all of these
in a playlist on our YouTube channel
(www.youtube.com/opendoorsyouth),
so take a look before you start your
Blackout weekend!

1. Pray for ME posters
2. Sponsor forms
3. ‘One Million Voices’ petition forms

ABOUT OPEN DOORS
Millions of people worldwide are persecuted
for following Jesus. Open Doors works with
Christians on the front line. We are committed
to smuggling hope by providing Bibles,
training, literacy and livelihood programmes
and advocacy support for people who know
the true cost of following Jesus.

desktop
facebook
twitter
email
youtube
instagram
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facebook.com/opendoorsyouth
twitter.com/opendoorsyouth
youth@opendoorsuk.org
youtube.com/opendoorsyouth
instagram/opendoorsyouthuk
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